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Are God and His personality mere imagination of the human mind?  

Or: Does He really exist with spiritual attributes? And what kind of person is He?  
 

Does He have, like us, a physical body shaped by genome and acting in space & time?  

Or: Is He a transcendental personality beyond the influence of material nature?  
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Charles H. Townes 

Nobel Prize in Physics, Templeton Prize  
Inventor of Laser and Maser 

William D. Phillips 
Nobel Prize in Physics 

Pioneer of Laser Cooling of Atoms 
 

… A straightforward discussion with Dr. T. D. Singh, a scientist, and a spiritualist in the  
Bhakti-Vedanta tradition of India, and a pioneer in advancing dialogue between science and religion. 

 
 
 

 Discover the inner realizations and heart-felt views of two of the most brilliant scientists 
of our time; and witness how amazingly close to the teachings of the Vedanta they are. 

 

 Be inspired by these deep insights!  
      Reflect on our own perceptions about the nature of the Ultimate Reality or God. 

   

 

 Realize and appreciate how intellectuals from different backgrounds and religions can share similar awareness and 
essential conclusions. A big stepping-stone towards inter-faith dialogue and world peace! 

 

 Learn more about the amazing truths contained in the timeless Vedanta. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 Can science prove the existence of God?  Is time eternal?  What is consciousness? 
 

 "By their own experience of scientific investigation", many scientists can grasp some aspects of God to some degree. What are they?  
 

 How does God manifest the material universes and biodiversity, according to Vedanta?  
 

 "In physics now, we are finding more and more unknown things that we recognize must be present. We can see and detect only five percent of 
the matter in our universe. We don’t know what the rest is." Could there be other forces involved outside of what modern science presently knows?  

 "Why are we here? What are we supposed to do? What is our life like? What does it mean?" Examine this with Prof. Townes and Dr T. D. Singh! 
 

 "This is why I say that science and religion are really quite parallel. They must converge. And they can influence and inform each other." Why? 
 

 "To best understand either science or religion, we must use all of our human resources — logic, evidence (observations or experiment), carefully 
chosen assumptions, intuition, and faith." Read more! 

 

 Have you ever heard about the "science of happiness"? How can we become happy, as individuals and as scientists, according to Prof. Townes? 
 

 Find out how Prof. Phillips experimented "the power of prayer" over the years. 
 

 "The Creator gave us a universe that had the potential to produce creatures like us. Why?" What is Prof. Phillips's concept here? 
 

 In which ways can scientists receive special inspiration and ideas from God, in the course of their research? What is the personal experience of 
both Nobel Laureates in this regard? How has God manifested His help to them? 

 

 Which state of mind can help us be more prepared to receive the gift of creativity from God? 
 

 How can many scientists say that God is a Person? 
 
 


